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Over the past two decades, generative linguists have investigated whether there is a universal 
template for clausal structure and, if so, what categories are part of that template and how 
they are ordered. Cinque (1999), in particular, makes the most explicit and radical claim 
about the number and universality of functional projections (cf. the partial structure in (1)): 
all languages have the same template with the same types of projections across-the-board.  
 
(1) Moodspeech-act>Moodevaluative>Moodevidential>Moodepistemic>T(past)>T(Fut)>Moodirrealis…  

 
In this paper, we challenge Cinque’s view in two ways: methodologically, we will 

argue that the assumption that derives his word order leads to contradictory results in some 
languages. Empirically, we suggest that surface ordering of certain evidentiality morphemes 
may be due to linear constraints on those morphemes. Specifically, we will analyze the 
distribution of evidentiality markings in the Pano language Shipibo. 

The puzzle. In Shipibo, there are two clear-cut evidential morphemes:  
-ra ‘direct evidence’, and -ronki ‘reportative.’ There is also a second reportative -ki, possibly 
an allomorph of the other reportative, and two inferentials: -mein/-main (in free distribution) 
‘speculative’ and -bira ‘inferential.’ -ra, -ronki and –mein are usually second position clitics: 
they appear after the first syntactic phrase in the clause (cf. (2)). 
 
(2) a. Ochiti-betan bake-ra  kaja noko-ai 
                dog-with boy-DIR.EV  box find-INC 

    ‘The boy with the dog found a box.’ 
b. E-a-ronki/-ra  tima-nan-iba-ke 

                1-ABS-REP/DIR.EV  punch-REC-PST2-COMPL 
    ‘I had a fight.’ 

         c. Ani-mein  iki    jawen jema. 
    large-SPECL  COP POSS3  village:ABS 
    ‘Perhaps her village is large.’ 

 
The second position holds for all cases except when the first word is a finite, main verb. In 
such case, -ra,  -ronki  and  -mein appear inside the verbal complex, followed only by the 
number and the aspect morphemes, as seen in (3) (first example from our fieldwork, second 
one from Valenzuela (2003, p. 36), third one from Loriot et al. 1993, p. 241). 
 
 (3)    a. Ja-ra-ke       westiora  bake westiora  ochiti  kaja-ya 
              be-DIR.EV-ASP a         boy   a         dog      box-with 
         ‘There was a boy and dog with box.’ 
         b. Bi-bain-yama-ra-kan-ke 
                get-going.TR-NEG-DIR.EV-PL-CMPL  
                ‘They did not take it while going’/‘They did not take it and left.’ 
         c. Ka-main-ke      Ikito-ain. 
                ir-SPECL-CMPL  Iquitos-to 
                ‘They must have gone to Iquitos, right?’ 
 

By contrast to the other three evidentials, -bira does not seem to be a second position 
clitic obligatorily: it can appear within the verbal complex even if the verb is not the first or 



only constituent of the clause, as shown in (4a) from Loriot et al., p. 120 (our analysis), where 
–bira appears inside the verb. Note that in those cases, an additional evidential appears in 
second position. 
 
(4)  a. Mi-a-ra     yoshi-man  bi-bira-ke 
                2-ABS-DIR.EV demon-ERG   catch-INFR-COMPL 
                ‘A demon (must have) caught you.’ 
            b. Mi-on-bira       keen-kin-ra  mi-a    a-ke,          mi-a    benta-n     yatan-ke 
                2-INTRST-INFR want-SSST-DIR.EV  2-ABS do.TR-COMPL 2-ABS benta-ERG hold-CMPL 
               ‘Probably it is because he wants you, that the benta took  you.’ 
 
The dual distributions of these evidential morphemes (in second position and verb-internally) 
make a unified analysis very challenging, particularly since the evidential seems to behave as 
clitic in (2) and as an affix in (3). Within the standard literature on clitic placement, and in 
particular, on second position clitics, it is generally assumed that the position of clitics is 
derived through an interaction between head movement and functional projection placement 
(cf. for example Rivero (1993, 1994)). Extending this analysis to the Shipibo evidentials at 
hands raises several problems. With the assumptions in (5), and in particular Baker’s Mirror 
Principle (cf. (5)4), the verb-internal cases (cf. (3) above) suggest the following functional 
projection hierarchy Aspect (-ke) > number > evidentiality > …  In an example like (3a), ja-
ra-ke, the verb ja head-moves to -ra (evidentiality) an then to –ke (aspect), as in (6). 
 
(5) 1. Second place and verb-internal evidentials have the same underlying position, 
          2. Evidentials head an evidential phrase,  
 3. The verb attaches its affixes by head-to-head movement, constrained by the Head 
 Movement Constraint (HMC, Travis 1984). 
 4. Morpheme ordering reflects functional projection hierarchy (Baker’s Mirror 
 Principle) 
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But in order to derive the examples in (2) with those same assumptions, one would have to 
assume that the evidential morpheme can excorporate, since –ra is higher than Aspect and 
number. In (2b), for example, the verb has incorporated into aspect, but evidentiality does not 
appear inside the verbal complex, thus either evidentiality is higher than Aspect, or else the 
evidential morpheme has excorporated outside the verb. 
 



Solution. We will propose a series of alignment constraints on the different morphemes 
involved in these cases. In particular, aspect, number and evidentiality compete to be at the 
edge of a certain domain, when their respective domain overlaps, the alignment requirements 
of aspect and number take precedence over those of evidentiality. However, when domains 
do not overlap, each morpheme can be successfully aligned at the edge of their domain. 
 Specifically, we propose the constraints in (7), which align number and aspect at the 
right edge of the verbal complex. Tableau 1 shows the derivation of (3), where the three 
morphemes compete for alingment to the edge of the verbal domain. In the case of (2), 
evidentiality is aligned with any domain to its left, and number and aspect are aligned within 
the verbal domain, hence each morpheme is on the edge (with the exception of number). 
 
(7) a. EDGEMOST(NUM,RV): Align number with the right-edge of V. 
          b. EDGEMOST(ASP,RV): Align aspect with the right-edge of V.  
 
(8) EDGEMOST(EVID,RX): Align evidential with the right-edge of any constituent X. 
 
Tableau 1 
EDGEMOST(ASP,RV) >> EDGEMOST(NUM,RV) >> EDGEMOST(EVID,RX) 
V, num, asp, evid E(asp,RV) E(num,RV) E(evid,RX) 
        a.V-num-asp-evid *! *!*  
        b. V-num-evid-asp  *!* * 
    c. V-evid-num-asp  * ** 
       d. evid-V-num-asp  * **!* 
 


